
                      

 

 

 

 

 

   
Project Name: Rec Indoor Replaster, deck grind, deck etch 

Attn: Robert Gaylor 

Date: 6/26/19 

Buyboard Contract: 533-17 

 

Quote for Pool Replaster: 
 

 Saw cut around all existing tile, returns, maindrains, lights, vacuum 

lines. 

 Apply bond coat. 

 Power wash entire pool before plaster is laid. 

 Apply plaster. (color will be chosen by owner) 

 Acid wash new plaster and scrub excess residue before the pool is filled. 

 Remove all debris from the site. 

 Replace inwall steps with new. 

 Replace toe tile on all steps. 

 Owner is responsible for refilling the pool and balancing. 
 

Quartz Aggregate tier 1 replaster with all of the above total to city: $61,147 
 

**BREAKDOWNS 7500sqft @$10.90/sqft prep and bond kote with quartz tier 1 
plaster= $81,750 
+$1,000 for racing lane cutting, +$1,000 slurry box +$1,500 travel, +$1,500 toe 
tile, +$800 remove and replace plastic steps 
Grand Total before Buyboard Discount: $87,550 – 5% discount= $83,362.50 is 
buyboard actual cost. 
 
 
Deck Grinding Portion: 
 

 Diamond grind the entire surface where current deck coating exists 
inside pool deck. 

 Take down to the bare concrete to open the pours and create a texture on 



the deck, smooth to the touch but when wet, it provides a grip type surface. 

 With Replacement of expansion joint at 365 linear ft. 

 Travel 
 
Total to city: $26,259 
 

**BREAKDOWNS 4200sqft @$5.75/sqft Diamond grind surface= $24,150 
+$2,500 for travel, +$3,000 remove and replace expansion joint 
Grand Total before Buyboard Discount: $29,650 – 6% discount= $27,871 is 
buyboard actual cost. 
 
 
Deck ETCHING/Coat Portion: 
 

 Etch/coat entire deck once ground down with Diamond Safety Designs 

and design of choosing the entire deck. 
 Travel 
 
Total to city: $27,491 
 

**BREAKDOWNS 4200sqft @$6.75/sqft etch/coat = $28,350 
+$3,000 for travel 
Grand Total before Buyboard Discount: $31,350 – 6% discount= $29,469 is 
buyboard actual cost. 
 
 
 
GRAND TOTAL FOR PLASTER, DECK GRINDING AND COATING/ETCHING: $114,897 
 
 
 
Thank you, 
 
Myles Phelps  
Progressive Commercial Aquatics, Inc.  

15616 Schmidt Loop  Manor, Texas 78653  (512) 278-0801  Fax (512) 350-2154 
Website  www.proaquatic.com     E-Mail: mylesproaquatic@gmail.com 
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